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Egyptian hieroglyph: 
Tongue, of an animal, probably bovine 

or

...with many meanings over time: 
"Superintendent", master, etc.





But beneath your eyes, O magician, its phantom rises once again,  
reanimated, reproduced with palaces and gardens that are nearly real, 
and with Peris who are nearly ideal!

-Gérard de Nerval









discover dream of your past
as all have spacial passions
past life with avail last letter
opened anyway no worse than

reader of the thing out about
looking physical the skies above
my mind and my mouth
of spot over heart and blush



looking physical nobody trusts
saying sense so seriously not
wool around neck recognizes
as wears his wells unpressed

contacts tonguing signature
for airlessness is a man that
by itself says contact to ear
of tongue through hedge



while making close to word 
salt cow awaiting the salt cow
small name of season enacted
her project into webbing

eyes may be interested
the burgundy brings out
her grecian white captive
the white in the blood



cow salt acting out in duet
millions of invalids with hooks
in the cattle yard words
in their eyes almost words

fowing better that this
on the mile away of tongues
thought of marble curls
plot sail full workday plot



yellow and red crescent scents
dionysius propitiated the brass
fends spring and stone talks
section in a separate carriage

servants symmetry detested
cheek attack baton fst thrust
toward heaven and letters
recut for video and friends 



of fruit seeking booking reply
I under pronoun chapel
embrace langian former
voyages and essays tut eyes

from french belt loops tie
something to typography
oaten cucumber encumber
two places at once blades



beehives torched by the youth
camp circle dwelling a gag
in heliotropic theater cuts
between lines not mines

sun in and musclebound
bladder or paunch or of
hands clothing of blood
or rucksack at dawn in 



gun in to you your almost
readymade head reading
a deep hole dries orangish
rose entering a squirting

dancing red cabbage beet
veins what number is helm 
fexed table drawer stretcher
with thinking gold thread 



right into hand all access pass
eyes and marginal eyes tits
in paris restoration spoiler
begging for a burying place

beforehand head sinks into body
will come in handy on any hinge
severed neck specially penned in
english or any french adjectives



the diameter of a hat the diameter
whether the hat has been processed
on a battlefeld it is absurd claiming
to just love completely coveralled 

his wing was pointing to the word
in myrtle and eager in person to eject
thanks from the animals saluting
the copy of the men in open chain



eating lines the lang detractor
harangued at a fool the line 
of alarm eaten hand with clog
was small sometimes a peach

glorifcation of small thing but
in place of a son sometimes
denoting the small words
with an intonation at the end



frontal fower stretched for sublime
dissolve evolving into a good reel
dialogue with food in november
rings nails seers counterfeit money

despite god some persons stretch
and some water plants the sentinel
cased of a little powerful water and
milk cooling the wet nurse bored



spear right orate left a counter
a wheel spread eagle is a circle
of the copies maine likewise lush
clause of whip clover fold the arms

how nacre nature they whittle 
into fulcra shall assess the end
of the prints of the potpourri
fank the castle with fr trees



wash dry high our our truest
cow this unhappy marbleized
writing shedding the shape of
opprobrium asterisk distress

fgure wiping the fountain
with his bun suit of uneasiness
and smoke suit from forms suet
on shoes plexus and rain on lens



without live peyote colored
cling burns and spotted tubs
he decides to slink under 
and no longer gaze at table

impossible to graph this on table
talc burns on and under face under
stand a face and enjoy walking
out on loveliness of a blue rash



a small blue egg cup or cone
broad handkerchief conjunct
with glass to sand trick manifest
in grand street my own portrait

trembles like a silk fox
sixth to sit sister sage is nice
book mace being brained
being a heavy paper brick



paper is appropriate to crop
striking feeling license revoked
a tie looks alien now hands habit
country bolt bus syphilis stress

stance ope the eight ball bottle
bottomless joke was heads up 
your ass is incompatible material
cherry out so lonely after sitting



scarcely at bat bad friend siphons
a pamphlet service for roman
the narrow lashes of your eyes
and legs the magician watches

inside a tomb tips the can types
title page game sleeve aids
custom made clock arms
converging jewel cases



show her fowers and pine
trees alter her bibliography
no attraction to prison breaks
covering the upper lip with white

feet taupe or too much upper lip
use a sail instead of a heart her
leaning toward ears mouth glass
of whiskey butt glossy beech tree



place a leaf in fames on face
the shallowness not of a mouth
forms a desert in your room
free of western sky and roaming

constant to allegory crying into
an old dead father ofering feather
happy to be another feathered
hen bent neck war overseas visa



holding dream in derma facts
it is really all beans together is key
hole in my apple he saw less
of himself in the court of law

every ally decides to march by
small compass and corn rind
divorced form a split second
of edge of phantom of liberty



on knuckles yes washy aril
dry grapes and image of tits
cup of earth as my icon in 
meter near cuticle in mirror

shot of the robber fnding
stretch a little thanks along
weighs a ton toasting the air
and the donee of nightlife



out out outburst tenser there
the precipice the spoonful
immediate gold russets
a page is similar to wisp

the hammer falling from
the hand of her english is
the hammer falling or still
under her arm as a token



fag or divergent plant path
following a pickled eagle
pulp trap dipped in black
or just melted chocolate

taken to believe that you
fear breaking up with your
thousand tender barrels
squinting into semblance



well obliged to read this
your hours of room cum
under eyes never ceased
clay housing projects

proof of eyes and ears hips
and ears whatever caustic
noncommittal to an ideal
just the derivative gist of



faded burn around my back
similar to the lighting in novel
the world is private to us
ulcers and algae raw bathwater

at night the city treats
with lime the stick sets
foggy sulky and implacable
tail locked to side of the pit
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